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Maybe you’ve been THINKING about starting a blog to build
your author platform... but you’re not sure if it’s worth the effort,
or how to go about it.
 
OR
 
Maybe you already HAVE a blog, but no one stops by to read
your posts.
 
The answer is not to blog on your own website, but to blog on
other people's blogs to piggyback on their success and get in
front of new readers.
 
Don't worry, this is totally legit and a normal thing to do in the
blogging world. And when you're a pro guest blogger, blog hosts
will be pleased to have you share your valuable content with
their audiences and save them the work of writing another post.
  
This guide walks you through the steps you need to take when
starting out as a guest blogger, and provides templates for those
crucial pitches and first posts. 
 
If you have any questions, 
be sure to email me:
belinda@smartauthorslab.com. 
 
Warmly,
Belinda
Creator of SmartAuthorsLab
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There are a couple of things to consider when looking for the
ideal blogs to guest post for. 
 
First, you want to look for blogs where your ideal readers are
consuming content - your goal after all is to find new people who
will love your books. 
 
Second, you need to look for blogs that accept guest posts and
have a decent following, to make sure it’s worth your time
pitching them. At the same time, if you’re just starting out you
don’t want to only pitch authority blogs as they are much harder
to land posts on.
 
As is often the case, it’s easier for non-fiction authors to find
relevant blogs. You’ll simply look for other blogs that talk about
your topic, or a related topic. 
 
For example, if you write about mindset for professional athletes,
you could guest post for a blog that covers nutrition for
professional athletes. Your post may talk about the effects
different foods have on your state of mind.
 
Fiction writers may pitch other authors’ blogs - you could offer a
review of another book in your genre, you could talk about your
writing routines, or you may talk about an interesting research
trip you took. 

1. RESEARCH BLOGS TO PITCH
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Alternatively, you can also pitch non-fiction blogs. For example,
you could pitch fitness blogs with a post about how to fit in
exercise when you write all day, or how to avoid wrist pain when
you type a lot. You could pitch time management or productivity
blogs, personal development blogs or business blogs that want to
know how you fit an author business around a day job or what
you look for in a virtual assistant.

These blogs may not be a perfect fit - the readers won’t all have
an interest in your books - but fiction readers are everywhere,
not only reading blogs about their type of fiction.
 
If you get yourself in front of enough people, some of them are
going to be your ideal readers.
 
Now you have some topic ideas in mind for blogs, you can use
Google to find blogs that accept guest posts. Try searching [Your
Topic] + [Guest Post] or [Your Topic] + [Write For Us].
 
If you already know some blogs you want to try, search for
guidelines for submitting guest posts or contact details for the
blogger or an editor. Some sites won’t have a ‘Write For Us’ page,
so have a look to see if they publish guest writers. If they do, it’s
worth sending them a pitch.
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Once you have found some blogs you want to write for, you want
to think of posts that would be a good fit for them. 
 
Have a look at the kind of content they have published already,
especially which posts are most popular with readers. Some blogs
list their most popular content, while others you can figure out by
looking at how many shares and comments a post got.
 
Advanced tip: you can use a tool like BuzzSumo.com to find out
what is the most popular content on a particular site and how
much engagement it has had on different platforms.
 
If you’re struggling to come up with content ideas, go back to
your ideal reader avatar. What problems do they have that you
can help solve? Most importantly for fiction writers, use your
storytelling skills. 
 
Storytelling is important in non-fiction writing to keep an
audience engaged, so show off what you can do. If people enjoy
what you write, they are more likely to check out your fiction,
even if you have written a ‘how to’ post.

2. SEND YOUR PITCH
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Fiction writers need to be prepared to seize opportunities and
think outside the box. 
 
I had a client who managed to land a guest post about when is it
time to stop driving the day after the UK’s Prince Philip (97) had a
car crash. This tied in with my client’s book in which he wrote
about a hair-raising road trip with an older relative at the wheel.
 
My client had no idea that opportunity would come up, but he
was ready when it did!
 
Once you know what you want to write, put together your pitch.
If the blog has submission guidelines, follow them. If not, send a
short pitch by email including your topic ideas and/or headline. 
 
If you have written previous posts that had lots of engagement,
include a link to one or two. If you’re just getting started (or if
they request it), you may want to send your full post so they can
get a sense of your writing.
 
Most importantly, personalise your email and include something
that shows you are familiar with their blog. Remember, it’s not
about you. The blogger wants to know what you can offer their
audience, not how a post on their site will help you sell more
books.
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SUBJECT: Guest Posting on [BLOG NAME]: “[PROPOSED
HEADLINE]”
 
Hi [BLOGGER’S NAME]
 
I only recently discovered your blog, [OR] I’ve been reading your
blog for a while, etc, [point to a post you particularly enjoyed or
resonated with - the aim is to show you have done some research
and are genuinely interested in the blog and/or blogger]
 
I’ve been thinking about writing a post about [ANGLE], and I
realised that it would be a great fit for a guest post for your
audience. The headline could be [PROPOSED HEADLINE] (that’s
just a suggestion, of course, I’m happy to change it).
 
To get a sense of my writing, you can check out [YOUR BLOG],
[OR] my recent guest post on [OTHER BLOG - include some stats
like how many shares it got, if it's an impressive number].
 
What do you think? Shall I send you a draft?
 
[SIGNATURE INFORMATION]

BLOG PITCH TEMPLATE
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There is an art to writing headlines, and a science too. There is a
good amount of psychology involved when it comes to headlines
people want to click to read more.
 
That said, there are very few truly original headlines, and most
follow some kind of formula.
 
For that reason I'm not going to attempt to reinvent the wheel
here, but instead point you to some tried and trusted headline
resources.
 
Please note, these are NOT affiliate links.
Jon Morrow's Headline Hacks: A "Cheat Sheet" for Writing 
 Blog Posts That go Viral - Free when you sign up to the
SmartBlogger email list (you can unsubscribe any time):
https://smartblogger.com/
 
51 Headline Formulas To Skyrocket Conversions (And Where
To Use Them): https://sumo.com/stories/headline-formulas
 
Peter Sandeen's 101 Headline Formulas - Free when you
subscribe to his email list (unsubscribe any time):
https://petersandeen.com/101-headline-formulas-post/
 
To check the strength of your headlines try:
https://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
https://headlines.sharethrough.com/
 

HEADLINE TIPS

https://headlines.sharethrough.com/
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It can be exciting sending off your first pitches, quickly turning to
nerve-wracking and then despairing if you don’t hear back. But
relax, bloggers are busy. 
 
Leave it a week and then send a short follow up email asking if
they received your pitch and if they have had a chance to give it
some thought. Often that’s all that’s needed to prompt someone
into action and come back to you with a response - even if it’s to
say they haven’t had time to look at it yet.
 
It's up to you how many times you follow up, but always follow up
AT LEAST once. 
 
It’s not rude or frowned upon to check your email arrived. Too
many people give up when they hear nothing back after their
initial pitch, but it’s the writers that follow up that land the guest
post opportunities.
 
 
Example follow up:

3. FOLLOW UP

Hi [Blo���r]
I wa���d to fo���w up wi�� yo� to c�e�k yo� re����ed m� em���
se�� la�� we�� an� se� if yo�'ve ha� a c�a�c� to ta�� a lo��.
I lo�� fo���r� to he����g f�o� yo�.
[Yo�r na��]
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Woo hoo, your pitch got accepted! Now to write an awesome
post.
 
Be sure to focus on value and quality content – that means your
post should do one of three things:
 
1. Persuade
2. Inform 
3. Entertain.
 
Your post should have a purpose, but that purpose shouldn’t be
to sell your book. That may be your end goal, of course, but the
post itself should serve the readers.
 
For some top tips on writing a strong post, visit Copyblogger’s
The Ultimate Blogger Writing Guide. The post may be more than
10 years old, but the advice is timeless.
 
Writing a great article is crucial for two reasons: 
 
1. You want the blog host to be pleased with your content so they
invite you back or recommend you to other bloggers.
 
2. You want the audience to love your content so they feel
compelled to check out your website, books and/or reader
magnet.

4. WRITE A GREAT POST

https://www.copyblogger.com/blogging-writing-guide/
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Headline
This is the most important part of your post. Always write your
headline first - here’s why: http://www.copyblogger.com/why-
you-should-always-write-your-headline-first/
 
Hook
Describe the symptoms of the problem that you’re going to solve.
Hint that things don’t have to be like this, or that you have a
solution.
 
The problem
What is the problem that causes the symptoms described in the
hook?
 
The real cause of the problem
Offer further detail about why the problem keeps happening or
what's really going on.
 
The solution to the problem
Offer your ideas about how to solve the problem.
 
Action steps
Turn ideas into action! What must the reader do next to apply
what you’re teaching and implement the solution?
 
Call to action
What do you want readers to do next? Encourage engagement -
invite comments, sharing or promote something to sign up to.

BLOG POST STRUCTURE TEMPLATE

http://www.copyblogger.com/why-you-should-always-write-your-headline-first/
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The bio at the end of your guest post may be short, but it's the
payment you receive in return for your excellent article, so make
sure it's going to pay well. Here are my top tips for writing a
compelling bio. Don't forget to also supply a high quality
headshot!
 
1. Write in the 3rd person
It's always a little weird writing about yourself in the third
person, but that's the usual format of a guest post bio, so do it this
way unless told otherwise.
 
2. Who you are and what you do
This should be fairly starightforward, just say who you are and
what you do. If you're not a full time writer, feel free to include
your day job, but if you're guest blogging to promote your books
you want to let people know about your writing:
 
Joe Bloggs is a writer of children's fantasy novels...
Mary Smith is an accountant by day and a thriller writer by night...
John Doe is passionate about books and reading and currently
working on his first historical fiction novel...
 
3.Why readers should listen to you
This is the part that often trips people up. Remember, your bio
isn't really about you at all, but about what you can do for others.
They want to know how you can help them, and why they should
trust what you say. This is particularly important when writing on
non-fiction topics.

5. INCLUDE A COMPELLING BIO
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You want to add some credibility points, which may include
qualifications or certifications, the number of books you have
written/published, the size of your following (on social media or
your email list) or your personal experiences or achievements
(climbed Mount Everest, survived cancer, lost 100lb etc - where
these are relevant to the topic of your post). In other words, what
makes you qualified to write about this topic?
 
4. Inject a bit of personality or personal info if appropriate
Some bios include a few personal details, such as 'Julie lives in
California with her husband and two children', while others
include humor. If you can make your bio funny, it will certainly
stand out, but if you're not a naturally humorous person, this can
be tricky. How much personality you include in your bio will
depend on the blog and audience you are writing for.
 
5. Include a CTA!
The call to action, or CTA, is crucial. What do you want people to
do after reading your post? You could include a link to your
website or to your books, but if you want to keep in touch with
readers and grow your mailing list, you need to send them to a
landing page where you offer a great freebie in return for their
email address. This could be a free book or sample chapter, or a
checklist or cheat sheet, for example.
 
7. Keep it short
Nobody wants to read a long bio. The aim is to let readers know
enough about you and what you can do for them that you pique
their curiosity and they click your CTA link. You need to do this in
just a few short sentences before you lose their interest.
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EXAMPLE BIOS
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When your post goes live the blogger will normally send you the
link.
 
You want to share your post with all your networks (social
channels and email list) to let your existing fans know it’s there.
 
The blog host will appreciate your help promoting their site and
sending traffic to your post; your fans will appreciate the valuable
content you have created and can help share it, which helps you
get in front of more people and look good in front of the blog
host.
 
It’s a win/win/win and a vital part of the guest posting process, so
don’t skip it.

6. PROMOTE ON YOUR NETWORKS
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When your post goes live and for a few days after, keep an eye on
your post and respond to any comments. 
 
This shows the blog host that you are engaging with readers, and
the people who comment will appreciate it too.
 
This is also a great way to start building relationships with your
ideal readers and get to know more about them.

7. REPLY TO COMMENTS
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Finally, a few days after your post has been published send a
thank you to the blogger who gave you the guest opportunity.
 
This should be a genuine thanks, but it doesn’t hurt to also let
them know that you’d love to write something else for them if
they’d be happy to have you back.
 
 
 
 
Example thank you:

8. THANK THE BLOGGER

Hi [Blo���r]
I wa���d to t�a�k yo� fo� ru���n� m� po�� t�e ot��� da�
an� fo� al� t�e p�o��t�o� yo�'ve gi��� it. I've be�� t��il���
wi�� t�e re���n��, an� it re���y me��� a lo� to me t�a� yo�
t�u�t�� me wi�� yo�� a�d�e���.
I'd lo�� to w�i�� fo� yo� ag��� so�� ti�� if yo�'re ha��y to
ha�� me ba�� ag���!
Hav� a g�e�� we����d
[Yo�r na��]
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Hi, I'm Belinda Griffin and I am a Tim Grahl Certified 
Book Launch Coach and Author Publicity Expert at
SmartAuthorsLab. 
 
I help experts and entrepreneurs launch bestselling books, so
they can grow their authority, boost their credibility and become
the thought leaders of tomorrow. 
 
I can help you design and implement a personalised book launch
that is a perfect fit for you and your book, which is neither time-
consuming, costly, confusing or uncomfortable, so you can make
the impact you care about making.
 
Plus, I help writers grow their all-important author platforms,
both before and after publication, with authentic relationship-
building and publicity.
 
Schedule your free Book Launch Discovery Session
at https://calendly.com/coachbelinda/discovery, or email
me: belinda@smartauthorslab.com.

ABOUT ME

I wa� so im���s��� wi�� Bel����’s k�o�l���� of t�e bo�� ma���t���
la��s����, he� aw����es� of w�a� a�t���s s��ug��� wi��, an� he�
ab����y to co���n��a�� w�i�h ac����s to fo��� on in or��� to ge�
re���t�. Hig��y re���m���ed!
Ale���d�� Amo�, a�t��� of Cul�, A Lov� Sto��

https://calendly.com/coachbelinda/discovery

